
 

      

Garlando World Champion table football with outgoing rods and long playing field  

  

Product features:  

Material: 3 cm multilayer plywood and MDF
Packaging dimensions:
Product weight:
Table football auctions: Aste Uscenti
Playing field:

  

Product description:  

The Garlando World Champion table football with extending rods and long playing field is tailor-made for
professional players.

 The furniture is made of layers of plywood and MDF alternating and combined together to obtain an extremely
robust structure (the thickness is 3 cm) and at the same time flexible, capable of withstanding repeated and intense
stress without deforming. The covering is in black plastic laminate and satin aluminium, with silver-coloured World
Champion screen printing on the short sides and ITSF logo.

 The structure of the furniture is assembled by means of a system of metal hinges secured by screws and bolts,
without the use of glues which would make it difficult to replace parts.

 The legs are made of metal painted with epoxy powder in silver colour. The considerable dimensions (9 x 9 cm)
guarantee maximum stability on the ground even during the race.

 The adjustable feet level the playing field and increase the stability of the legs.

 The rods, with diameter mm. 16, are made of drawn steel with high resistance to torsion with anti-rust chrome
plating. The quality of the material used, together with the thickness of mm. 3, which increases torsional resistance by
50% compared to traditional shafts, prevents the shafts from bending, maintaining a perfect shape for a long time
even after prolonged use in competitions.

 The rods are fixed to the furniture by means of nylon flanges containing a ball bearing.



 

      

 The steel ball bearings inside the bushings significantly improve the smoothness of the shafts: it increases the
speed, and therefore the pleasantness, of the game, while reducing the stress on the players' wrists.

 Single-colored figures in plastic material (moplen) representing a stylized human figure, fixed to the rods with direct
molding: they do not move, they do not move, they maintain their position perfectly. Team colours: red / blue.

 The goalkeeper performs a complete rotation on himself, in compliance with the provisions of international
tournaments.

 Instead of springs, new rubber tires (19mm long) of new concept and compound are supplied as standard, for better
shock absorption. Inflatable boats reduce, sometimes completely eliminating, the blind areas of the three-man rod:
they maintain the correct distance between the man and the bank, allowing the ball to be blocked against the bank to
prevent it from passing through the middle. They also cushion the hits of the ball against the edges, making the game
quieter.

 Plastic knobs with wooden inserts that limit hand sweating and allow for a more pleasant and secure grip.

 The playing field is made of tempered glass (5 mm thick) with a grass green background and white lines that
reproduce the stadium ground.

 The inside of the goals is lined with felt to reduce noise and prevent goal balls from bouncing out.

 The outside of the goals is covered in aluzinc, a very robust aluminum and zinc alloy that prevents the formation of
dents even after numerous matches.

 With the cabinet open, the playing field can be separated from the upper part of the cabinet by opening two latches,
to facilitate cleaning and the possible replacement of parts.

 Furthermore, it is possible to open the cabinet to access its interior. A metal support , which is activated
automatically, supports the upper part of the football table when it is raised, allowing you to carry out the necessary
operations in complete safety.

 The internal mechanism for sliding the balls is made up of individually replaceable metal elements. The most
directly accessible end parts are beveled to prevent the operator from injuring himself when handling them and the
balls from being damaged.

 Abacus scoreboard, with cubes in colors coordinated with the little men.

 Tournament features a mechanical pull coin acceptor as standard, adjustable for any type of coin or token, which
releases all the balls at the same time. The following mechanical coin acceptor options are available upon request:
coin acceptor with match counter, coin acceptor with protected match counter, coin acceptor with protected match
counter and ejector.

 In addition to the various types of mechanical coin acceptors, Tournament can be equipped with an
electromechanical system , which offers greater possibilities for setting the coin acceptor.

 For maximum programming versatility of the coin mechanism, the table football table can be equipped with the GARL
2001 electronic system, which allows you to accept coins of various sizes, calculate credits, offer bonuses and much
more.

 World Champion can also be supplied with the coin mechanism disabled to play for free.



 

      

 Supplied with 10 white Standard model white balls.

 This table football maintains an excellent quality/price ratio
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